A predictive model of minimally invasive bipolar fractional radiofrequency skin treatment.
A novel bipolar fractional radiofrequency (FRF) system with temperature feedback was recently developed for facial laxity and rhytid treatment. The study objective was to develop a model based on published in vivo human skin data that could be extrapolated to aid physicians in making future dosimetry choices under clinically relevant conditions. A standard electrode pair designed for use with the FRF system was modeled using finite element analysis (FEA). The model incorporated temperature feedback from sensors within the electrodes, selectable target dermal temperatures, and an epidermal cooling plate. The model was validated using data obtained during clinical treatments. Thermal injury as a function of target temperatures and electrical conductivity was simulated and then validated using in vivo histology results. Lesion size predicted by the model matched histology samples. Lesion width and height were 1.65 and 1.24 mm compared to 1.75 and 1.21 mm for the model versus in vivo, respectively. The thermal profile remained confined between the proximal and distal ends of the electrodes. Ninety-six percent of power was deposited in the dermis. Dose-response curves showed a nonlinear volume increase to 1.7 and 4.7 mm(3) at target temperatures of 65 and 75 degrees C, respectively, and a low sensitivity to electrical conductivity variation. FEA of the Bipolar FRF system revealed that isotherms were mainly within the dermis. Lesion volume was found to be less sensitive to changes in electrical conductivity than to target temperature and duration. Simulation results matched well the in vivo lesion dimensions. To our knowledge, this is the first model of bipolar FRF treatment capable of accurately predicting the thermal response of human skin in vivo. The findings of this study allow for the development of accurate dose-response curves to aid physicians in parameter selection and achieving efficacy and safety profiles.